We obtain a simple description of the multiplier algebra T(Ka)
and T are automatically bounded, and that Ma is in fact a G*-algebra, by Lemma 5.2 of [3].) We further denote by Ia the closed two-sided ideal LaRa-generated by aa*. The subscript + on a set will denote its subset of positive elements. 1 . LEMMA. Let a, b G A with 0 < a < b. Then La C L&, Ra C 720, and Ia c 7^. Furthermore, the restriction map (S,T) m> {S\La,T\na) defines a *-homomorphism from Mb to Ma.
PROOF. For the first part, it suffices to show that a G L0 fl 720. But Lb (1 720 is the closed hereditary subalgebra generated by b [5, 1.5.2] , hence contains a by definition. The second part is now obvious.
Q.E.D. The following theorem has also been found by John Mack.
THEOREM. Let
A be a C*-algebra. Then T{Ka) is isomorphic as a *algebra to the pro-C*-algebra lim
Ma. Furthermore, the algebra of bounded <-a€(KA) + elements b{T{KA)) ofT{KA) [6, Definition 1.9] is equal to M{A).
PROOF. The maps ipa: T{Ka) -► Ma are defined by restriction (as in [3, Definition 5.3], using the fact [3, Proposition 3.3] that for a G Ka we have La,Ra C KA, and the fact [3, Proposition 3.4] that, for (S,T) G T{KA), we have S{La) C La and T{Ra) C Ra-These maps obviously give a homomorphism <p: T{Ka) -* lim Ma. To see that <p is injective, note that if <p{x) = 0 then xa -0 for It remains only to prove that b{T{KA)) = M (A). This is however clear from the definition of the norm in Ma and from the argument above, because M{A) is equal to the set of bounded multipliers of Ka-Q.E.D.
We point out that the pro-C* topology on T{Ka), determined by the isomorphism of the theorem, is stronger than the «-topology of [3], and is usually strictly stronger. We will say more about it in Theorems 4 and 7.
The results in Chapter 5 of [3] on the spectrum, on selfadjoint and positive elements, and on continuous functional calculus in T{Ka) now follow immediately from the corresponding results for pro-G*-algebras in §1 of [6] . Note, however, that the «-topology must be replaced everywhere by the pro-G* topology. (This change makes the results stronger in most cases.) In fact, either directly from [6] or by applying the corresponding facts for G*-algebras to coherent sequences in the inverse limit, we obtain 5.6 through 5.32 and 5.35 through 5.38 of [3], with the pro-G* topology, except for the parts of 5.6 and 5.8 involving the approximate identity, 5.10, 5.26, and the examples. (Note, however, that 5.10 and the parts of 5.6 and 5.8 involving the approximate identity will follow from Theorem 4 below.)
We also obtain an affirmative answer to 5.33.
To get more information, we need to identify the algebras Ma.
3. PROPOSITION. Let a G A+. Then the map ip: M{Ia) -> Ma, defined by ip(S,T) = (5|i,a,T|ßo), ia a * -isomorphism.
PROOF. To show that ip is a '-homomorphism, we need only show that if {S,T) is a multiplier of Ia, then S{La) C La and T{Ra) C Ra-Since the proofs are the same, we do only the first of these. Let x G A. Then xa1!2 G Ia, so S(xa1/2) is defined. Furthermore, a1!2 G La. (In fact, a1!2 G La <1 Ra because La n Ra is a closed *-subalgebra of A which contains a.) Therefore S{xa) = S((xa1/2)a1/2) -5(xa1/2)o1/2 G La. By continuity, we obtain S{La) C La-Next observe that ip is injective. Indeed, if ip(S, T) -0 then 5|l0 = 0. Therefore the property S{xy) = S{x)y, for x G La and y G Ra, implies that S\LaRa = 0. Since La7?a is dense in 7a, we obtain 5 = 0. It follows that T = 0.
We now show that ip{Ia) is an ideal in Ma. By linearity and continuity, it is enough to show that if z -xa2y G LaRa, then xp(z)Ma,Maip{z) C tp{Ia)-Again, we do only one of these. Note that ip{z) = {lz, rz), where lz{b) = zb and rz{c) = cz. Thus, xp{z){S,T) = xp{xaT{ay)) G ip{Ia)-It follows that ip(Ia) is an ideal in Ma. Next, we note that %p{Ia) is essential. If for some {S, T) G Ma, we have ip{Ia) ■ {S,T) -0, then in particular, using the calculations above, we obtain rxaT(ay) = 0 for all x,y G A. In particular, a3T{ay) = ra2T(a!/)(a) = 0 for all y G A. Functional calculus gives a1/nT{ay) = 0 for all n. Since (a1/") is a left approximate identity for Ra (see [3, Lemma 3.2]), we obtain T{ay) = 0, so, by continuity, T = 0. Since ||T|| = ||S||, we obtain 5 = 0 also. The standard properties of multiplier algebras now yield an injective map In particular, if A is a-unital, then T{Ka) is a a-C*-algebra. The inverse limit of the strict topologies on the algebras M(Ia) is stronger than the K-topology, but agrees with the K-topology on subsets ofT{KA) which are bounded {in the topological vector space sense) for the pro-C* topology. there is X such that Ia C 7eA. Now consider the set |JA Iex. It is an ideal in A by Lemma 1, and it is obviously dense, so it contains Ka-Thus a G Iex for some A, whence Ia C Iex as desired.
Then for {S,T) G Ma and b G La, we have
It is now immediate that T{Ka) is a <r-G*-algebra if A has a countable approximate identity.
For the statement about topologies, let (xQ) be a net in limM(7a). If xa -► x in the inverse limit of the strict topologies, then, using a G Ia for a G {Ka)+i we obtain in particular xaa -* xa and axa -♦ ax in norm. Since Ka is spanned by its positive elements, we see that xQ -» x in the /«-topology. Now assume that (xQ) is bounded, and let xa -► x in the K-topology. Let a G {Ka)+ and let ir: T{Ka) -* M{Ia) be the canonical map. Then (7r(xa)) is norm-bounded in M{Ia) and, for b G Ka n7a, we have 7r(xQ)6 -♦ 7r(x)6 and &7r(xa) -+ bir(x). Since Ka fl Ia is norm-dense in Ia (it contains LaRa), we see that 7r(xa) -> 7r(x) strictly, as desired.
Q.E.D.
The inverse systems used in Theorem 4 have the disadvantage that the maps from T(Ka) to the algebras appearing in the inverse system are usually not surjective. We will now show how to correct that difficulty, at least for <r-unital algebras.
LEMMA. (1) Fora G {Ka)+, the closure of Prim{Ia) jnPrim(A)
is compact. Then ||a + Q|| > 1 for every Q G C, so that G C Prim(7a). Q.E.D.
The next lemma appears in [3], but we can give a simpler proof here. 6 . LEMMA [3, COROLLARY 10.8]. Let A be a C*-algebra whose primitive ideal space is compact. Then T{Ka) -M (A), that is, every multiplier of Ka is continuous.
PROOF. By part (2) of the previous lemma, we can choose a G (7^,4)+ such that Ia = A. Theorem 4 now implies that r(7l0i) = M{Ia) = M (A). Q.E.D.
Note that the element a used in this proof is the one constructed in the proof of Corollary 10.8 of [3], What has really happened is that, using Proposition 3, we are able to obtain continuity of a multiplier of Ka directly from Lemma 5. The next theorem is our most revealing description of T{Ka). We denote by I{U) the closed ideal in A corresponding to an open subset U of Prim(A). We also denote the multiplier algebra of a pro-G*-algebra 73 by M(73); it is defined in §2 of [6] , as is the strict topology on it. 7. THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra with primitive ideal space X. Then T{KA) = lim M{A/I{X -C)) = M I lim A/I{X -C) ) , *c~ \c~ J where the inverse limits run over the set of compact closed subsets C of X, ordered by inclusion. If A is a-unital, then the maps T{KA) -M{A/I{X -C)) are all surjective. The strict topology on M{\imA/I{X -C)) is stronger than the ktopology, but agrees with the K-topology on subsets which are bounded for the pro-C* topology.
PROOF. We first show that T{KA) = lim M(A/7(X -G)). For a G KA, let Ca = Prim(7a), which is a compact subset of Prim(A) by Lemma 5(1), and let Ja = I{X -Ca). In view of Lemma 5(2), the sets Ca are cofinal in the collection of all compact closed subsets of X. By Theorem 4, it is therefore enough to show that the map T{Ka) -► M{Ia) factors canonically through M{A/Ja). Now Propositions 2.9 and 2.13 of [3] yield a homomorphism from T{Ka) to T{KA/ja), and by Lemma 6, we have T{KA/ja) -M{A/Ja).
We furthermore have a map M{A/Ja) -* M{Ia) obtained from the fact that Ia is an ideal in A/Ja. (The quotient map A -► A/Ja sends 7" to (70 + Ja)/Ja -7a/(7a n Ja), but 7a n Ja = {0}.) It is easily shown that the composite of these two maps is in fact the map from T{Ka) to M(Ia). So the isomorphism T(Ka) -lim M(A/I(X -C)) is proved.
To show that T(Ka) -> M{A/I{X -C)) is surjective when A is c-unital, we observe that already M{A) -► M{A/I{X -C)) is surjective, by [6, Theorem 5.11 ].
The isomorphism M (lim A/I(X -C)) S lim M{A/I{X -C)) follows from Theorem 3.14(1) of [6] . (Note that the inverse limit lim A/I{X -C) certainly contains A, so that the maps from the inverse limit to each A/I{X -C) are in fact all surjective.)
It remains only to prove the statement about the topologies. It is sufficient to show that Ka is dense in lim A/I{X -C) for the pro-G* topology. This in turn will follow from the norm density of the image of Ka-, in each A/I{X -C). But according to [3, Proposition 2.9], the image of Ka in A/I{X -C) is the dense ideal
The last paragraph of the proof above shows that Ka is also a dense ideal in the pro-G*-algebra lim A/7(Prim(A) -G). Since this algebra might be unital, for example if A = Co{X), the algebra of continuous functions vanishing at infinity on the locally compact Hausdorff space X, we have another illustration of the fact that the group of invertible elements of a unital pro-G*-algebra need not be open.
As in [3], we regard a nonunital G*-algebra A as a noncommutative analog of Cq{X). Then M {A) becomes the noncommutative analog of the algebra Cb{X) of bounded continuous functions, Ka becomes the analog of the algebra CC{X) of compactly supported continuous functions, and T{Ka) becomes the analog of the algebra C{X) of all continuous functions. The pro-G*-algebra limA/7(Prim(A)-G) C can then be regarded as the continuous functions which vanish at infinity in the "nonconmmutative direction" but are unrestricted in the "commutative direction". Similar interpretations can be given to other algebras one might construct, such as \Ja€(KA) la and ^m ^A//(Prim(A)-C)-With this interpretation, Lemma 6 and Theorem 7 assert that every continuous function is automatically bounded in the "noncommutative direction". We now give a simplified proof of the Dauns-Hofmann theorem for Ka , Theorem 5.42 of [3] . As usual, we use the pro-G* topology instead of the K-topology. 8. THEOREM [3, THEOREM 5.42 ]. Let A be a C*-algebra. Then the center Z{T{Ka)) o¡T{Ka) is isomorphic, as a pro-C*-algebra, to C(Prim(A)).
PROOF. Let X = Prim(A). First note that C{X) is a pro-G*-algebra, because X is locally compact and hence compactly generated (even though it need not be Hausdorff). By the usual Dauns-Hofmann theorem, it is enough to show that (*) Z(T(KA)) = lim Z(M(A/I(X-C))), c where as usual G runs through all compact closed subsets of X. Consider the map M(A/I(X -Ci)) -* M(A/I{X -C2)), where C2 C Ci. Its image contains A/I{X -C2), which is strictly dense in M{A/I{X -C2)). Since multiplication is separately strictly continuous, we conclude that the image of Z{M{A/I{X -Ci))) is contained in Z{M{A/I{X -C2))). Therefore the inverse limit in (*) makes sense. The right-hand side of (*) then obviously defines a subset of Z{T{Ka))-To prove the reverse inclusion, it is obviously enough to show that the image of Z{T{Ka)) in each M{A/I{X -C)) is contained in the center. This follows from the same argument used above to prove that the image of Z{M{A/I{X -Ci))) is contained in Z{M{A/I{X -C2))). Q.E.D.
We conclude by taking another look at the question of when T{Ka) = M{A). Lazar and Taylor asked whether or not it is true that T{Ka) = M {A) as an algebra if and only if Prim(A) is pseudocompact, that is, every continuous complexvalued function on Prim(A) is bounded. Theorem 10.14 of [3] suggests that the answer should be yes. John Mack [7] has shown that the correct condition for T{Ka) -M {A) is that Prim(A) be weakly compact. However, T{Ka) is topologically isomorphic to M{A) if and only if Prim(A) is actually compact. PROOF. The "if" part follows from Theorem 7. For the "only if" part, it suffices to produce, for every C*-algebra A whose primitive ideal space is not compact, a net in M(A) which does not converge in M(A) but which converges to zero in T(Ka). The index set will be the set of all closed compact subsets C of Prim(A), ordered by inclusion, and for such a set C we let ac G 7(Prim(A) -C) be any element of norm 1. The net (ac) satisfies the required properties.
